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Meeting called to order at 9:00 a.m. 

1. Introductions of Attendees 

 
2. Approval of Minutes from last meeting (Stu H and Mark W. motioned and seconded to approve 

the minutes) 
 

3. Recording Meeting Materials – Matt asked if ok to post meeting materials on line (and 
recorded). We would recommend making sure we approved the meeting. We discussed use of 
live video conference technology and ability to record as we go. Matt started to record the 
meeting. 
 

4. FASB Subcommittee – Frank O’Brien – 
 

a. Frank spoke about some smaller topics. First one is letter TIC wrote to FASB concerning 
problems with revenue recognition on contracts. TIC is asking FASB to clarify a few 
things. Do we want to write a letter to FASB to support TIC, or not, or write a letter 
disagreeing with TIC’s proposals on the items below? 

 

i. Question 1 – TIC asked FASB for help with definition of a contract. Definition of 
a contact – existing standards under ASC 605 dealt with requirement for a 
contract is not explicit, but need to have a contact in order to have revenue 
recognition. ASC 606 states that a contract is an agreement between 2 or more 
parties that creates enforceable rights and obligations. Enforceable rights are a 
matter of law. We all agreed to leave this alone.  

ii. Question 2 – Customer options to acquire additional goods and services for no 
additional charge. We are not going to comment on this topic.  

iii. Question 3 – Conduit debt obligors – not going to comment on this topic.  
iv. Question 4 – Short cycle contacts – a question was raised as to whether it is ok 

to record revenue upon delivery. TIC wants practical relief from a real nuisance 
for companies when there are very short duration contracts. Nancy Rix said that 
there is already a Practical Expedient on this topic included in 606-10 and she 
will circulate it to the committee.  

v. Question 5 – Inclusion of out of pocket costs in measurement of percent of 
completion. Asking for relief. We don’t think TIC needs more guidance on 
contract accounting.  

 



We agreed not to add anything to their request for clarification on their questions.  
 

b. New income tax law – exposure draft issued in January about tax effects questions  
 

i. Discount tax liabilities on deemed repatriation – staff says not to discount 
ii. Discount AMT credits that become refundable – staff says not to discount 

iii. Accounting for base erosion anti-abuse tax – no regulations, no response 
iv. Accounting for low income tax credits – staff did not prescribe any accounting 

yet 
 

c. Stu asked if we want to ask FASB for guidance on Bitcoins/ cyber-currency – need for 
guidance in FASB literature for cyber-currency accounting issues. There are different 
accounting models for accounting for cyber-currency (either intangible asset, a financial 
instrument, inventory, etc.). There is a lot of diversity in practice. Do we want to write to 
the FASB to get some guidance? We discussed both accounting and auditing issues 
related to companies using cyber-currency as part of their business transactions.  

i. What is it? 
ii. How to account for it properly? 

iii. How to audit it properly? 
We recommended contacting Ahava Goldman at AICPA to see where this topic is on the 
auditing standards board topic agenda. Howard will contact Ahava for guidance and 
then we will write letter to ASB and FASB to request guidance once we know where they 
are on their project list. This topic may be on agenda for May 2018 annual 2-day 
meeting.  
 

5. EITF Update – Stu Harden 
 

a. Stu informed us about the only item on EITF agenda is the Issue 17-A which is named, 
EITF Issue 17-A - Customer’s Accounting for Implementation, Setup, and Other Upfront 
Costs (Implementation Costs) Incurred in a Cloud Computing Arrangement That is 
Considered a Service Contract.  
 

b. Software components should be capitalized. However, if it’s just a service arrangement, 
there was no guidance how the capitalization rules should be addressed. No literature 
out there to help companies to determine what of these service costs should be 
capitalized if there are amounts related to software development. Companies have 
been relying on other literature such as leasing standards. October 2017 EITF developed 
a preliminary consensus that the treatment of costs should be consistent. EITF reached 
out to various groups and determined implementation would be difficult, e.g. if the 
arrangement has software and service, how should it be segregated. EITF plan to amend 
the language to specify which implementation costs should be capitalized.  
 

c. FASB requested EITF look at this issue because it is a very frequent topic. No literature 
to help companies to guide what costs included in a software for service arrangement 



can be capitalized. Diversity in practice, some expensed all costs, others relied on leasing 
literature (like up-front costs in right to use arrangement), and others followed as direct 
contract costs. Costs are getting greater and there is a big inconsistency in practice. EITF 
found solution but couldn’t find literature to support it. They wanted arrangements for 
those that involved a license and those that didn’t involve a license to be able to 
capitalize costs. EITF developed a preliminary consensus to allow capitalization under 
both types of arrangements. Implementation is difficult. If software and services are 
contained in same contract, how do you split software versus service? We discussed 
difficulties to allocate. 
 

d. EITF looked at other options. They are going to amend ASC 350-40 dealing with this 
issue to specifically allow implementation costs to be capitalized. Costs incurred during 
the application development phase would be capitalized. Costs for data conversion and 
training would be expensed as incurred. EITF instructed staff to develop guidance and 
amendments to allow to capitalize and amortize over minimum contract period plus 
minimum contract period deemed reasonably certain.  
 

e. Also EITF may amend definition of hosting arrangement to not include costs related to 
software. Not providing prohibition to try to apply to other arrangements (because they 
are deemed to be service arrangements). No additional disclosures will be required. 
Companies will have option of retrospective or prospective application. 
 

f. hat does committee feel about this standard? Stu anticipates 60-day comment period. 
Expects exposure draft issue in early March. We may have May meeting before 
comment deadline. What is our general consensus? Stu hopeful to be able to comment 
at May meeting, but if not, wanted general consensus now. 
 

g. Question on which costs can be capitalized – Matt recommended they will follow the 
internal use software capitalization guidance for internal costs. See ASC 340 for costs 
guidance. One issue is whether the capitalized costs will be direct costs only, or 
incremental costs. 
 

h. We discussed various contact terms and costs, and flexibility of vendors to change 
allocation of costs. Would this lead to arbitrary allocations?  
 

i. We discussed different types of costs deferred and allocated to future periods. We also 
discussed understanding what is the asset? The asset is the right to use the software as 
a service. That right of use may be in the basis of conclusions in the eventual exposure 
document draft. 
 

j. Stu may consider getting group of interested folks together to draft response once 
exposure draft comes out. 

 



6. Auditing Standards Board Update – Gary Krausz and Howard Sibelman 
 

a. Howard updated committee on status of the review of comment letters for ERISA 
reporting standards 

i. Howard listened to the ASB meeting. There were over 100 comment letters 
received. 

ii. Most of our comments were addressed in a favorable way including changing 
the way the auditor references the limited scope in the auditor’s report, and 
eliminating the reporting on findings the audit. 

iii. Howard feels there will have to be a reissue of the exposure draft because the 
reporting issues are very substantive.  

iv. The May ASB meeting will be next time ASB discusses topic. He expects may be 
at least a year before we see another exposure draft. 
 

b. Gary updated the committee on status of exposure drafts for auditing standards board. 
 

i. Few years ago IAASB re-wrote the auditor's report to provide more meaningful 
information in the auditor's report about the results of an audit and 
responsibilities of management and the auditor. In 2015 IAASB issued new audit 
report and PCAOB followed suit for listed companies. The ASB standards mirror 
IAASB reports and are expected to be in effect in 2019 for private US companies. 
Critical audit matters will not be required in the non-issuer report but have the 
option. Third parties may require it.  
 
Paul Peterson's concern is that ASB would eventually require it and this is a pre-
cursor to the requirement. AJ Major's comment is that may be our comment 
should say that it shouldn't even be an option. Matt Lombardi's comment is that 
the financial / accounting community is aware of this. Gary raised another side 
of the argument that if key matters are in the report they cannot claim that they 
weren't aware of the issue. Michael Feinstein agrees that this optional view 
(whether to included or not) is a middle of the road solution to this issue. Having 
guidance on it allows us to control how it's done by auditors. Stu Harden asked - 
is the auditor required to inform the client that they have this option? The 
exposure draft does not require it. Gary made a point that this increases liability 
to the auditor by either leaving one matter out or including an extra matter. 
Howard stated that if a private company plans to go public, they are allowed to 
use the PCAOB standards and reports CAMs. Nancy Rix asked why this is being 
added to the private company auditor's report. Gary's comments were that it 
provides consistency across the board, and provide better information to the 
readers of the financial statements.  
 
Question was raised about the additional costs of an audit. Howard asked if 
audit procedures would be done differently if the Critical Audit Matters were 
included in the auditor's report. Julia Cox comment was that because auditor's 



report goes to many users, it would require more time and cost and auditors 
would spend more time on critical audit matters.  
 

ii. Matt Lombardi took a vote on three positions: 
1. Disagree with optionality of including CAM and should not be included 

in any circumstance 
2. We agree of having the option to include CAM 
3. We believe it should be mandatory 

 
Majority agreed with position 1 that CAM - reasons: Inconsistency in practice, if 
management wants it they can engage us to do a PCAOB audit standard which 
required CAMs in auditor's report, they can always attached management 
comment letter to the audited financial statements.  

 

iii. Other topics about auditor’s report 
1. Opinion is first paragraph – committee had no issues with this ordering. 
2. Basis of opinion has an affirmative comment that auditor is 

independent – no issues 
3. If CAM's are optional and are included, it is not clearly differentiated on 

the report. 
4. Should City of client be included? Committee did not take a position on 

this 
 

iv. Gary and Howard will draft a response and circulation it to the Committee. The 
comment letter is due May 15, 2018. 
 

c. Omnibus Changes to Auditing Standards 
i. Define “significant unusual transactions” and codify the definition into other 

areas of the audit literature to have common definitions. No issues. 
ii. Add additional performance obligations for significant unusual transactions to 

evaluate fraud risks.  
1. Identify unusual transaction – No issues 
2. Read underlying documents about the underlying transactions and 

determine if terms are consistent with explanations about transaction 
and the business purpose – No issues 

3. Determine whether transactions are properly authorized and approved 
– No issues 

4. Evaluate financial capability of other parties, i.e. customers/vendors –
the Committee's response is that this goes way beyond auditor's 
responsibility particularly arrangements with supplies or others that are 
not line items on the financial statements. Gary will draft a response 
referencing management assertions and disclosures of concentrations 
and risks. 



5. Evaluation of accounting and disclosure of the transactions – no issues 
iii.  Gary will draft response letter and circulate it before our May meeting. 

 

d. Matt updated the committee on the exposure draft dealing with reporting on Other 
Information Included in Annual Reports. The standard conforms with ISA 720 and deals 
with which documents are being reviewed in AU-C 720. Also gives auditor guidance on 
what they need to do to reduce expectation gaps between what is auditor responsible 
for. The exposure draft contains a Scope clarification – puts a box around other 
information included in Annual Reports and defines annual reports. Provides clarity on 
specific types of documents that fall into the definition. Excludes Form 990’s, 
sustainability reports, etc. Part of the reason to release is to clarify what is annual report 
versus AU-C 725 – Supplementary Information. We discussed different types of 
documents that may be considered annual reports. Definition seems broad as it includes 
information incorporated by reference, etc.  

e. Specific questions to respond to were discussed including: 
i. Question 1 – Does proposed revision clarify scope of documents. Yes  

ii. Question 2 – Does the proposed requirement to determine which documents 
make up the annual report and the entity’s planned manner of issuance achieve 
the intent of ensuring the auditor and management understand which 
documents constitute the entity’s annual report?  Yes. 

iii. Question 3-  Will the work required by the proposed standard result in an 
improvement in the auditor’s understanding responsibility for other 
information? Yes 

iv. Question 4 – Does the proposed SAS provide adequate guidance for group 
auditors when group auditor decides to reference a component auditor? Yes 

v. Question 5 – Does the proposed standard require the auditor to include a 
section in auditor’s report to appropriately convey auditor’s extent of auditor’s 
consideration of other information without implying that the auditor has 
obtained assurance on or is expressing an opinion or conclusion on the other 
information. NO – why should we single this out.  
 

7. PCAOB Update – Michael Feinstein  
 
PCAOB- Michael said similar topics open as last time. White House did not renew members that 
were up to renew. Currently three members on PCAOB. New chair is William Dunkee. Not a CPA. 
Kathleen Hamm, and J. Robert Brown, Jr. They need to get to full staff to set full agenda. PCAOB 
needs to deal with going concern, and other topics we commented on. Nothing on the 
standards setting agenda for something to be exposed in the near term. Their research agenda 
deals with quality control standards, use of data, and auditor’s role in other information and 
non-GAAP financial measures. We do not have visibility to what’s coming up but may see in the 
next 6 months. 
 



8. SSARS Update – Gail Anikouchine 
 
Gail gave update; there is nothing on the agenda. Next SSAR’s meeting is in May. Right now, 
they are voting on going concern – emphasis of a matter issue. Nothing on horizon – no 
exposure drafts on horizon.  
 

9. Communications – Nancy Rix 
 
Nancy reported on subcommittee assignments. Vinit put together list of peoples’ choice and 
committee assignments. We have subcommittee chairs for all topics except international. Nancy 
and Matt discussed not having international subcommittee chair. Nancy will ask if anyone who 
expressed interest in topic to take over this area. Nancy will circulate interest list to all 
subcommittee chairs. Paul Peterson is taking over as PCAOB subcommittee chair. 
 

10. A&A Conference – Nancy Rix 
 
Nancy solicited members to help plan the CalCPA A&A Conference. Dates not set but probably 
October 25 & 26 (Burbank), but should be in the fall. Planning meeting will be after Memorial 
Day time frame. Volunteers Howard S. (subject to availability), Gary, Mark W., Jillian P., James 
D., Paul P.,  
 

11. Forum Update – Matt Lombardi 
 
Matt met with CalCPA to figure out what technology will exist and see how to use technology 
better to facilitate our meetings and distribute our meeting materials. We hope to continue to 
provide content for having A&A content for our committee page.  
 

12. Chapter Chairs 
a. Doug DeBoer – No update, only heard from one chapter chair.  

 
13. Changes under the Escrow Laws – Matt Lombardi 

 
a. Law dictates what is required from auditor. Historically, auditors take exception because 

cannot comply under the standards. Linda McCrone had meeting with department of 
corporations – will find out content. 
 

14. May meeting – plan social event possibly Padres game on Thursday evening. 
 

15. February 14, 2019 meeting moved to February 7, 2019. 

 

Meeting adjourned 2:10 p.m. 

 


